CSR Ideas #1
MNE Project restores old parks and abandoned areas
We're protecting and enhancing National Parks System for
present and future generations.

CSR Ideas #2
School painting

Our painting and drawing courses-workshops offers you a unique combination of innovative
ideas and practical suggestions unavailable elsewhere.
Let your imagination flow and paint on one of the schools in Montenegro.

CSR Ideas #3
Community garden need work

There’s nothing quite as satisfying as growing your own fresh flower in garden.
Especially if you spend most of your day sitting behind a desk, it’s a welcome

change of pace to spend some time outdoors, working with your hands and
feeling physically connected to the Earth.
Community gardens are part of the sharing economy. They make it possible
for many people to enjoy a resource – in this case, land for gardening – that
they couldn’t afford on their own. However, it’s not just the gardeners
themselves who gain from community gardens – the benefits extend to the rest
of the neighborhood and even to society as a whole.

CSR Ideas #4
Clean beach CSR Program

Set up a check-in station for volunteers to sign in and collect supplies. Display a map to
delineator other swag. Set a completion time and place for volunteers to meet at the

end of the event your chosen cleaning location. You may be required to have them sign
liability wavers.
Many will request volunteer hours validation, such as high school students participating
in service learning classes. Be sure to offer sun screen, drinks, and goodies like t-shirts.

CSR Ideas #5
Contribute floral arrangments or green plants to
hospitals

A growing awareness has developed in recent years in the healthcare community of
the need to create functionally efficient and hygienic environments that also have
pleasant, stress reducing characteristics. An important impetus for this awareness has

been the major progress achieved in mind-body medical science. A substantial body
of research has now demonstrated that stress and psychosocial factors can
significantly affect patient health outcomes. This knowledge strongly implies that the
psychological or emotional needs of patients be given high priority along with
traditional concerns, including infection risk exposure and functional efficiency, in

governing the design of hospitals

CSR Ideas #6
Contribute leftover food to food banks

Large manufacturers, supermarket chains, wholesalers, farmers, food brokers,
and organized community food drives typically give food to food banks.
Restaurants, caterers, corporate dining rooms, hotels, and other food
establishments promptly distribute perishable and prepared foods to hungry
people in their communities. Many local food banks will pick up food donations
free of charge, saving you warehouse storage and disposal costs.

CSR Ideas #7
A day in Kotor with kids from Orphanage Bijela

The Old City of Kotor was built between the 12th and 14th century. Medieval
architecture and numerous monuments of cultural heritage have made Kotor an
UNESCO listed “World Natural and Historical Heritage Site".
At the end of the city tour program can be enriched by a private concert of Orthodox
choir in the church of St Nikola.
One of the oldest choirs in the country, founded in 1839, performs at the most famous
churches and concert halls around Europe.
After a city tour and concert donate your lucre to the children from home Bijela.
http://youtu.be/Fdzb5m5vt7k

CSR Ideas #8
Assembly of bicycles as a team building for kids from
Orphanage Home BIjela

Bicycle assembly easier than expected. You will have specific breef and
information regarding the montage
During this interesting team activitie on the end of the day you will contibute
bike as a gift to children form foster home.
Do your best and give all your eforts to be efficant and commited to this
asigment.

CSR Ideas #9
Making houses for birds at Skadar Lake

Artificial nests (nesting houses) are primarily inhabited by birds that nest in
cavities, in trees or in crevices of rocks. The best way to protect these birds is
to preserve as many natural burrows as possible, if this is not possible to do
artificial ones. This way we will attract many birds to our orchards and
gardens and be able to easily observe their daily activities
We are presenting you a team building, make houses for birds, place them on
three and donate food for birds.

CSR Ideas #10
Mark the hiking roads on North of Montenegro

Discover the wild Montenegro and mark all contribute to Hiking center by
marking the roads.

CSR Ideas #11
Clean the fortress Kabala and enjoy the movie
On the way, we noticed some of the buildings that undoubtedly

belonged to the system of fortifications within the defense system of this
territory during the Austro-Hungarian period. But for one day there was
quite enough discovery. There was also a Rose battery from that period.
Rose, as usual, was beautiful, but the fortress was a bit disappointing.
"Drowned" in the exclusive resort Forte Rose. Two cannons were a stirring

reminder of past times.

CSR Ideas #12
Soap car
This super-fun and exciting activity is designed to encourage factors such
as planning, communication, respect for roles and norms, cohesion,
interdependence and goal-orientation.
Focus is on encouraging team members to think through the various tasks.
Only by forming sub-teams and working in parallel can the incredible
creations be achieved.
With a good understanding of the end goal, this complex project can be
broken down to keep the whole team productive and efficient with
everyone’s efforts being essential for a successful build.
Creativity – Communication – Competition
Collect the reclicled material and make your car.

